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Art of the Possible

“Reason is a wonderful instrument but it
rarely touches the human heart” writes
Paul Kingsnorth in Lucy Neal’s Playing
for Time; making Art as if the World
Mattered. Jesus certainly knew this, as
did the prophets. They communicated
through parables and riddles, in drama
and debate, both narrating and
embodying stories of challenge and
healing.  For it is an emotional
engagement, going beyond mere
information, that prompts a response, a
change of heart.

Likewise, artful creativity enables us 
to respond and engage with
environmental concerns. The Green
Project does this through dance, whilst
the Little Colouring Books of Climate
Mindfulness (see our front cover)
provocatively invite a careful colouring in
of predicted future UK climate scenarios
(rising temperatures, summer droughts,
winter floods) in what must be a strange
juxtaposition of apprehension and calm. 

Our emotional response to these
challenges could easily become a
gloomy despair, yet art can also
challenge and inspire us to find
solutions. In Christine Bainbridge’s
underwater fantasy, the mysterious
“ledgers” under the ocean loom
ominous and threatening, causing pain
and destruction. What are they exactly?
Catalogues of environmental disaster?
Our subconscious denial? The story
remains cryptic yet we relate to the
narrator’s sense of feeling over-
whelmed, paralysed by inadequacy. 

But in pulling us out of our everyday
lives and into this submarine place of
beauty and pain, a space is created
where the dismal logic of failure can be
ditched. It invites us to see differently,
and like the storyteller, find our focus,
our particular talents and start taking
hopeful steps. 

This is part of “being enchanted”, as

described by Keith Hebden who led the
Green Christian retreat in June; as we
lose and find ourselves in the broken
world around us we can participate in it
and conspire with it, for the common
good. 

So in this issue, we have gathered
stories of creative collaborations and
technological ingenuity; how dancing,
painting, designing and story-telling can
be used to create generous, innovative
ways of being in community, with each
other and all Creation. We can forget
how to play as we get older; yet it is our
creative birth-right and the source of all
true learning and growth.  Let’s be
inspired, take some risky, playful,
daring steps and dance into a better
future. 

Instead of the usual trio of editors it’s
just me, Clare Redfern, in the photo
above, posing outside Tate Modern
where there is a wonderful collection of
art related to social and political
change. My fellow editors, Suzy and
Simon are definitely still on board and
vital to the production of each issue.
We also have a new book review editor
Tanya Jones and are very grateful to
her for taking on this role.

Our book review editor, Tanya Jones.
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Raising the bonnet on technology    
Mike Clifford explores our complicated relationship with technology, and finds
reasons to be hopeful

Even though I’m an engineer, and
much to the surprise of some of my
friends, my practical skills are

pretty limited. However, when the
“engine management warning light” on
my car dashboard started to glow an
apocalyptic warning, it didn’t stop me

from opening the bonnet and peering
hopefully at the engine. I could see
nothing obviously wrong; there was no
tell-tale oil leak, no smell of burning, no
engine management shaped hole to
refill. Mostly there were a lot of plastic
yellow covers, printed with dire warnings

about what might happen to anyone
foolish enough, who might possess the
set of specialised equipment and funny
shaped sockets needed, to access the
inner workings of the engine. Better take
it to the garage. 
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30 years ago, it was very different.
Raising the bonnet was a regular activity
for motorists, who would set about
replacing the plugs, changing oil filters,
topping up the battery and switching to
winter oil without the need for much in
the way of exotic tools. A socket set, an
adjustable spanner and a pair of pliers
went a long way in those days. But
today, even the mechanics at the garage
rely heavily on the “engine diagnostic
fault code reader” which will pinpoint the
cause of a mechanical breakdown
simply by talking to the car’s on-board
computer rather than the lost art of
listening to an engine ticking over and
prescribing corrective action.

As a society, we’ve lost touch with
technology. That’s not to say that
technology has less influence on our
lives than it had on previous generations;
quite the reverse in fact. We’re
increasingly reliant on high-tech gadgets
that weren’t available even just a few
years ago. Just yesterday I heard a
discussion on the radio about how we’re
becoming a cashless society, with over
half of financial transactions being
carried out via credit / debit cards or
through other cashless payment options.
And think of how completely lost you felt
the last time your mobile phone ran out
of juice or, even worse, stopped working
completely.

I’m not a technophobe, but I am worried
about the direction we’re travelling. Take
driverless cars for example. Here’s a
technology that could potentially make
the roads a safer place, but could also
be susceptible to hackers and create
additional ethical dilemmas. For
instance, in the event of a road traffic
accident, would a driverless car choose
to plough into a crowd of pedestrians in
order to protect the car’s occupants?

My concerns are two-fold. Firstly, what
about people who are excluded from the
benefits that modern technologies
promise? Close to home, my parents are
unable to participate fully in this digital
age. They don’t have email accounts,
I’ve failed to find a mobile phone that
they can use, and they are unable to look
for further details about x, y or z on the
internet. Further afield, while we’re
enjoying the blessings of a high-tech
lifestyle, globally there are many people

without access to basic services; half
the world cooks on open fires, a quarter
have inadequate shelter, one in six have
no clean, safe water to drink. It is a
curious planet that we live on where
people are more likely to own a mobile
phone than to have access to a clean
toilet.

Secondly, I’m worried about our over-
reliance on technologies that we can’t fix
for ourselves. Not that we all need to be
super practical, but wouldn’t it be better
if we stood a chance of fixing stuff when

it breaks, rather than having to buy a
new product?

These concerns aren’t particularly new.
One means of reclaiming technology
was proposed by E.F. Schumacher. In
1973 in his ground-breaking book, Small
is Beautiful, he proposes that the use of
technology in any culture should be
appropriate to the needs and resources
of the community it is intended to serve.
Schumacher’s vision has been
interpreted in many ways. Some
advocates of developing world interests
have baulked at the idea that appropriate
technology might mean denying people
the right to develop, and have seen the
philosophy as a convenient device to
perpetuate the rich-poor divide, with
some countries locked into an inferior
second division of low productivity and
drudgery. However, the concept of
“appropriate technology” is more about
fostering a responsible attitude to the
use of technology than restricting it to a
particular level. 

Defining a Christian view of technology is
not straightforward; the two-tier
technology of today was not as
pronounced in biblical times. Many of the
technological challenges described in
Scripture are on very large scales:
building the temple; reconstruction of
the walls of Jerusalem; and so on.
However, in many cases the emphasis
was on the individual. Local skill and
labour were used, particularly in

rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem
(Nehemiah 3). In the construction of the
tabernacle, specific tasks were
undertaken by Spirit-filled craftsmen
(Exodus 31.1-11). Paul placed particular
emphasis and value on working with the
hands (1 Cor. 4.12; Eph. 4.28; 1 Thess.
4.11) and demonstrated his flexibility in
supporting his preaching ministry with
practical work including tent making as
the need arose. God’s special concern
for the poor (Deut. 15.4; Psalm 14.6;
James 2.5-6), and a desire to alleviate
poverty (Psalm 113.7), fits well with the
goals of appropriate technology.

Perhaps there is some hope, with
grassroots organisations like Hackspace
promoting practical skills, sharing
knowledge and experience of
electronics, DIY, “hardware hacking” and
other creative approaches. It would be
lovely to add “repair” to the three Rs –
“reduce, reuse, recycle” and Youtube
contains a multitude of information on
how to fix anything from bicycles to
washing machines. There is no better
feeling than having repaired something
successfully.

And what was wrong with my car? Well,
after the mechanic plugged in the engine
diagnostic fault code reader, it turned
out that my car was perfectly healthy,
apart from a faulty sensor. The very
thing that was meant to protect the car
from harm by identifying any problems
was the problem in itself. However, my
relief at the revelation that there was
nothing seriously wrong quickly
evaporated with the bill for a
replacement sensor. Technology like this
doesn’t come cheap, and so my bank
account is now £200 lighter. Maybe I
should stick to my bicycle; at least I can
usually fix it when it goes wrong and the
engine management system is protected
from harm with a cycle helmet.

{As a society,
we’ve lost touch
with technology 

Mike Clifford is an Associate Professor in the
Faculty of Engineering at the University of
Nottingham. He volunteers with Tearfund, working
on appropriate technology projects across sub-
Saharan Africa, particularly related to cooking
technologies.



require sainthood or Gandhi-like self-
discipline. All it requires is a willingness
to experiment faithfully with habits that
form our character and connect us with
mystery. Mysticism is not only the
extreme ecstasies associated with
famous mystics. We are all beginners
when it comes to knowing reality from
illusion and our spiritual habits will
faithfully form us into mystical creatures.
To be enchanted is simply to let
compassion connect our mysticism with
our practical action. If spirituality is the
habit, and mysticism the experience,
then enchantment is the fruit of those
habits and experiences. We are
enchanted because we lose and find
ourselves in the broken world around us
and participate with it, conspire with it,
for the common good. 

For Christians, the over-arching theme of
spiritual resistance is the resurrection of
Jesus. Resurrection is not unique to the
Abrahamic faiths of Judaism, Christianity
and Islam. Far from it. Its tale goes back
to more ancient near-eastern civilisations
and can even be found in the Zen
Buddhist tradition as well as in ancient
Greek mythology. The Greek god
Dionysus bears this mythology in his
name which means “twice born”;
Dionysus was torn apart and eaten by
Titans on the orders of Zeus’s wife,
Hera. All that was left of Dionysus was
his heart, from which he was remade
much as the grapevine is cut right back
at the end of its season but regrows
again for the following year. 

Most stories of resurrection are either
stories of the cycles of death and life in
nature or the eternal divine rights of
rulers. Sometimes they are both
together. Stories of resurrection carry us
through the winter and spring as we wait
for the Earth to feed us again. They
carry us through seasons of political
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Christian enchantment, spirituality
and activism  
Keith Hebden reflects on romance, resurrection, and going barefoot

The Canticle of the Sun by Jean Winter, a Green Christian member, who paints to express her faith and her
creativity.  Jean writes: “St Francis is almost dancing with deep joy,with the angels, birds and trees around
him dancing too!  I wanted to portray the joy and the ‘at oneness’ with God and Nature that he must have felt
and the potential we all have to know this too”. 

At the Green Christian retreat in
North Wales this summer, I invited
delegates to go barefoot. Many did

so for either part or all of the weekend.
One confessed that he always goes
barefoot for retreats, which sounds to
me like a wonderful spiritual habit. Part
of that experience of barefooted-ness
was discomfort – the grit of the car
park, the sharp slate paths – but it was

also deeply settling for the soul as we
slowed down and became more
attentive, both to our bodies and to their
connection to the magnificent skin of
earth that we walk on each day. We were
being spiritual people in the simple act of
removing our shoes. 

To be a spiritual person is within easy
reach of any one of us. It does not
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Keith Hebden is an Anglican priest, activist and
author, and Director of the Urban Theology Unit in
Sheffield. He led the 2016 Green Christian retreat.

struggle with the hope of a more just
society growing like a seed beneath the
snow of injustice. They are stories of life
and hope, telling us that neither death
nor life are the end; in Christ’s death and
rising to life, we see that neither they nor
any powers on Earth or above can
separate us from the love of God. 

Resurrection stories stake out the
territory between Heaven and Earth.
They also remind us of the ability of life
to endlessly transcend particular form.
To be re-enchanted by the material
world, seeing the spirituality of everyday
objects and creatures, is not to say that
all things are alive. Rather, all things are

a flow of life and death, some are more
alive than others, but every branch, bird
and mineral somehow occupies the
space between Heaven and Earth where
life and death are in a constant dynamic
relationship to one another. 

To greet the day as we greet a lover is to
be re-enchanted with the day and with
everything that our senses meet with
during it. This approach to life may seem
romantic but without romance we cannot
hope to act in ways that turn the world
as it is, into the world as it should be; it
helps us access the resources that
make that possible. We domesticate the
soul as a thing trapped inside the rib
cage of Homo sapiens when we only
look for it inside ourselves. In the end,
this is how to re-enchant the activist: to
rediscover the sacred oneness of all
things, and live as though all things have
personhood. 

{“To be enchanted
is simply to let
compassion
connect our
mysticism with our
practical action”

Dear Editor,

I write in response to Coral Raven’s article, ‘Why we should not eat meat’ (GC81). Let
me explain a little of why I do. 

First, there are ecology aspects to this debate that I never seem to ever hear
mentioned. Wherever there are animals in fields (depositing poo) there are insects –
so essential for many of our lovely birds such as swallows, martins and swifts. I
remember talking to a farmer just after the awful foot and mouth epidemic, and he
said that when all his animals were killed ‘his swallows’ moved on. Fewer animals in
fields for our food has a serious knock-on effect for our birds and many other
creatures.  

Secondly, in the ‘Don’t eat meat/eat less meat’ campaigns there is very rarely a
distinction made between meat issuing from intensive, factory-type farms and that
coming from free-range outdoor-reared animals. The moot questions for me are: ‘How
has this animal lived; how happy has it been?’ And, ‘How has it died?’  In other words,
animal welfare is key for me. I would never, knowingly, buy industrially farmed
chicken or pork (the clue to the level of animal welfare is in the price). 

I respect those of you who are vegetarians and vegans enormously. And I get the
arguments about methane acceleration and soya production for intensively reared
animals – which I strenuously avoid. But I thought it might be of interest to hear
from myself as a meat-eater that my principles are important to me too; and the care
of the environment, and all that this entails, is very high on my priority list! So, I
shall continue eating meat within the moral parameters I have outlined. And I may
decide to eat less.

Coral wonders if eating meat has ‘just become the norm in a corrupt world’. This
seems perilously close to describing those of us who are omnivorous as corrupt
ourselves. I spend a lot of my energies campaigning for better conditions for all sorts
of different kinds of animals – domestic and companion animals, as well as those in
the wild and I have just led a Church service to mark Environment Sunday which
focused on animal welfare of all kinds. Corrupt? I trust not.

Sylvia Walker,
W. Yorkshire

Dear Editor,

May I appeal to your readers to join me in urging the Catholic Church to oppose the
bullfight?

The bullfight involves a ritual of prolonged, agonising torture of bulls for
entertainment. Many thousands of bulls are violently abused in this way each year.
The Catholic Church needs to speak out, partly because of the Church’s influence in
Catholic countries like Spain where bullfights take place, and partly because the
Church is complicit in this cruelty. Bullfights are sometimes staged to celebrate the
feast days of Catholic saints, and far from condemning them, priests might be
involved. As letters to the Vatican Press Office do not seem to be eliciting a response
from the Pope, I am asking caring people to email the Apostolic Nuncio (Pope’s
Representative) in their country.

Your emails are a very important stage in this campaign. Please make the time to
send one, copying the following message or using your own words: Pope Francis, show
your concern for creation by condemning the bullfight and directing that your
Bishops officially proclaim your condemnation.

send to: UK Apostolic Nuncio address:- nuntius@globalnet.co.uk

Many thanks, Virginia Bell, 
Catholic Action for Animals

Letters to the Editor
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A problem shared  
Advice on starting a car share scheme from Bill Phelps

Bill Phelps lives in Chapeltown Leeds, and is
currently working on a local cohousing project.
With his wife Ali, he set up Wingfinger, a design
company which was involved in the rebranding of
Christian Ecology Link, now Green Christian, in
2008.

About twelve years ago a group of
friends living in Leeds decided to
start an informal car-sharing

cooperative, Metacarpool. We lived
within half a mile of each other, and we
were all keen to find ways to reduce our
carbon footprint. 

We started simply. Each member put
some start-up capital into the pot and
one of our members sold us his Renault
Scenic. As more of our friends got
drawn in, we decided to get a second
car (a Polo), and since then our
numbers have grown and various cars
have come and gone -- a couple of them
donated by family and friends. We
currently have 19 drivers and three
cars: a 7-seater Renault Scenic, a
Fiesta Zetec and a Polo 1.2ltr.

Over the years we’ve experimented with
various booking and charging systems,
including a brief spell when all the cars
were fitted with telematics. Every driver

was issued with a swipe card to unlock
the vehicle once they’d booked it

online. This system took all the
drudgery out of recording and billing
the trips, but after a year or so, the
informal try-out arrangement came to
an end, and continuing with it would
have been prohibitively expensive.
Besides, most of us preferred to be
able to negotiate with the next user if
something unforeseen was extending
our trip beyond the booking period.

We now use a Google calendar and
every car has a log sheet where the

driver records the mileage and trip
times plus any expenditure on fuel.
Once a quarter, the trip data is
transferred to our website which
generates the invoices (with a bit of
help from me). These data entry tasks
are shared out between the members.

We recently reviewed our charges after
some of our heavy users realised that it
was probably costing them more than if
they were to get their own car. They
believed in Metacarpool and didn’t want
to leave us in the lurch by removing
most of our income stream. Over
coffee and cake we decided to reduce
the rate for short trips so that people
doing essential school runs were no
longer subsidising the rest of us. We
also introduced an annual subscription
for the first time (£50 per account), to
help compensate for the drop in
revenue.

Between us we clock up about 25,000
miles a year at an average all-in cost of
about 46p/mile. The secret of our
success is probably that we’re an
informal co-operative of friends and
‘friends of friends’ that runs on trust.
Tasks are shared out and most
decisions are fuelled by cake.
Satisfaction (and forgiveness!) levels
are generally high. 

So, how about it? Why not look for other
people in your area who might be
interested in doing something similar?

}Tasks are shared
out and most
decisions are
fuelled by cake
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Tending the Orchard  
Catherine Skipper on creativity in mission in Australia

The South Sydney Uniting Church Art Group (SSUAG)
holds an art class twice a month in a dedicated
exhibition space, the Orchard Gallery. Practising artists

take classes and provide materials. The community garden
with its complement of ducks and hens adjacent to their
workspace can provide inspiration. 

The overarching mission is referenced in the rich imagery of
the gallery’s name, “The Orchard”. Anachronistically and
idealistically for a busy urban environment, it depicts shady
groves, overhanging branches heavy with fruit and baskets
brimful of healthy produce. It suggests the elements of earth,
air and water, combined with nurture and growth, with care
and fruitfulness, with love and plenitude. 

The mission of the SSUCAG is not only to the Arts, and local
people, but also to the Earth. It is apparent in each class that
participants yearn to express their care for, and love of, the
Earth. So much of their output honours nature; each year the
class dedicates a spring month to the celebration of Creation.
The participants are inspired to express their feelings about

the Earth and wishes for it through a
variety of media and the results are later
exhibited to the public. Their ideas flow
freely and often translate into action, for
instance, determination to rid their areas
of a noxious vine. 

Collage/assemblage with its reclaiming
of ordinary and found objects as material
has risen in popularity. Class participants
joyfully transform cartons, cardboard
cylinders from an array of paper
products, variously shaped plastic
bottles, and all manner of bits and
pieces into inspiring artworks. 

White peacocks made from cleaning bottles and papier mâché. 

Gathering Apples” by Jean Winter 

Catherine Skipper is a former Steiner School
teacher, and is now co-curator of the Orchard
Gallery, and theatre reviewer for the South Sydney
Herald.

Photo: Clare Lewis.
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A Human Particular

The mist wisped its way over the sea towards the shore, curling over the beach and on to the
promenade.  A deep haze softened the contours of the beach huts.  I walked more slowly, feeling my

way ahead.  The air was unusually still.  Scanning the beach I glimpsed a shape.  It seemed to be blue
and white; an abandoned deckchair perhaps?  Coming closer I could see it was a figure stretched out

in the sand.  Probably one of those giant puppets from yesterday’s carnival.  Then I heard a faint
moan.  I approached cautiously.  As I drew closer I could see wide canvas trousers and a short jacket
with brass buttons.  A scene from childhood floated by; a wet day, my younger self impatient to play

outside, and my mother asking ‘Is there enough blue sky to make a pair of sailor’s trousers?’. Was this
figure a sailor?  He seemed rather small.  There was seaweed hanging from his body.  Had he nearly

drowned and been washed ashore?  I hesitated, being somewhat squeamish and  also aware that I was
on my way to a rehearsal.  

Then the little mariner opened and closed his mouth rather the way a fish might, as though
struggling for air and he twitched his, well, his leg.  To my horror I realized he had only one.  Who was
he? His jaunty outfit resembled that of a
favourite childhood toy called Sailor Sam, an
adventurous knitted creature whom I would
perch astride a cardboard box boat,
shouting ‘Heave ho my hearties!’
Sitting astride anything would be
difficult for this particular sailor, given that
he had only one “leg” I gasped as the
trouser leg flapped, revealing a large,
fishy tail; a tail, moreover, that was injured.
Should I call the RSPCA?  Out of the corner of my eye
I noticed a pelican perched on the promenade staring
greedily at the tail.  Perhaps the fishy sailor had been washed ashore and then attacked? 

Wasting no time and following the sailor’s gaze as he looked longingly out to sea, I half carried, half
dragged him to the water’s edge.  The water was too shallow at first, so I continued wading out until
he was afloat.  With my eyes fixed on the predatory bird, I failed to notice the giant wave rising out of
the mist behind me.  I caught only a glimpse of the huge, curved menace before it crashed down,
sweeping us under the water and out to sea.

It seemed as though I awoke from sleep and found myself swimming deep under the ocean with
Sailor Sam moving along ahead of me.  He was leading what I can only describe as an aqua conga;
darting, diving, soaring and swishing that tail of his which now looked completely healed, and
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beckoning me to follow.  My progress was a little erratic and arduous, due to lack of a tail.  
Noticing this, Sam flipped on to his back, indicating that I should do the same.  Above me, instead 
of sky was an interleaving of every kind of sea plant, some green, others pink or purple or brown, all
delicately swaying and glinting with captured light.  Entranced, I allowed the water to carry me until I
gently bumped against what felt like a smooth, leathery wall.

‘Not wall, but Whale,’ bubbled Sam, as if reading my mind.  ‘Limpet her.’  So, I clung to the whale like
a limpet as she glided through the water.  As I did so, tears came to my eyes.  Her body was rippling
sorrow through me.  Her high pitched song was a haunting lament.  I was puzzled.  The water was a
little murky here, but all was peaceful.  Then I saw angular, brown, layered structures rising up
through the ocean, rather like rock formations in a desert.  Some were as tall as sky scrapers. Their
corners were jagged and sharp.  It occurred to me that it was these that had injured Sam’s tail, rather
than the pelican.  Sam called them ‘Ledgers’.  ‘Not ledges?  You know, shelves?’ I asked.  He shook his
head.  ‘Ledgers list bad things.’  My curiosity roused, I turned to
Whale.

‘When whales are beached

and coral bleached,

when fish or seaweed die,

the ledgers grow high,’ sang Whale sadly.

Apparently the ledgers used to be small but now
they are growing rapidly.  Sam’s bubbling and
Whale’s lament conveyed a deep alarm about the
state of the ocean.  Surely they could move to a
different part of the ocean and forget about the
ledgers?  Whale’s high pitched cries signalled
indignation at the thought of ignoring the crisis.  I
asked how they might stop the ledgers.  Whale appeared
surprised.  ‘You are the one who knows that!  Isn’t that why
you are here?’ she sang.  ‘Me?  I’m here by accident.  I’m only a
visitor.  It’s the first time I’ve seen these, these ledgers.’ When I
wondered aloud if there might be something different about the water, Whale said it was getting
warmer and it tasted bitter.  More sea creatures were dying and as their names were added to the
ledgers so the latter grew.  ‘A culmination it is,’ said Sam.  ‘You mean accumulation,’ I corrected. 
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They both rounded on me, telling me that I was clever.  ‘Super humanistic,’ added Sam.  They declared
that I must do something.  When I pointed out, rather scientifically I thought, that I was just a
minuscule particle of matter in this vast watery space, Sam bubbled that I was not only a particle, but
also a Particular.  ‘And a Human Particular, as it happens,’ added Whale.  According to Whale a
Human Particular has power.  We can eye the whole ocean, we can eye the entire Earth.  There are
billions of us and our eyes are like the greedy eyes of the pelican.  When we eye the ocean the life
within it shrivels and the ledgers start growing.  The two sea creatures were now eyeing me hopefully,
seeking my understanding and assistance.  What could this Human Particular do?  

Whale asked me what I was good at.  ‘Well,’ I
hesitated, ‘I suppose I’m good at
dancing.’  As I said this an idea
surfaced. I had wanted to compose a
new dance for the carnival.  This
might be my opportunity: new
steps; a dance that expressed
the accumulation of the ledgers;
the injuries sustained by
sea creatures as they
scraped past them.  The
pelican might add a
comic touch, perhaps?
My imagination was
moving rapidly.  It could
work.  I would need to
get back to the studio
quickly, not only to map
out the steps but to
write the story.  As
though reading my
mind Whale began
pushing me
upwards and then
sent me flying
back onto the
beach using her
water spout. 

The mist was
clearing.  I
could now see
the way ahead.

Christine Bainbridge is a retired priest from Reading.  
She enjoys writing stories to raise awareness of climate change.

Illustrator: Fiona Rich (cargocollective.com/fionarich) ©
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Dance with a voice  
Naomi Cook of Springs Dance Company talks about The Green Project

Imagine a performance: it starts with
two dancers in a jacket. Yes, just one
jacket. One makes a decision to

move, it affects the other, and the story
unfolds through these two characters
and one costume, along with music,
props and vivid images of the Earth’s
resources and their limits.

This is The Green Project,
choreographed by Maggie Ho-Ki Kwan,
and currently being performed at
festivals and in churches and arts
venues by Springs Dance Company.
This innovative project was conceived
as a way of using the physical language
of dance to inspire individuals to
consume less and consider the world
around them. Members of the dance
company see a commitment to the
environment as fundamental to their
Christian faith, and part of Jesus’ call to
love our neighbours. 

The dance illustrates the different ways
of living with each other – the simple
joys and frustrations of everyday
connections and relationships. On one
hand, the frantic consumerism that

blinds us to our neighbours; in contrast,
the joy, hope, freedom and harmony
found in living alongside one another,
respecting our neighbours – our
neighbours of today around the world,
and our neighbours of tomorrow. 

We created this dance theatre piece to
enable people to connect in a new way
with the issue of climate change. We
considered the enjoyment of watching
dance and its ability to communicate in
a different way, allowing an audience to
receive it in their own language, on their
own level. We don’t want to use dance
to preach, and depress; the facts about
climate change are out there, in
articles, posters and in the reality of life
for many people. We see our job as
something different: to be about action,
not just words. Making this dance has
helped us think more deeply about how
to bridge the gap between information
and action. The audience is left with a
visual reminder that our actions have
consequences and that we can choose
to have a positive relationship with our
neighbours locally and globally, both
those of today, and those of the future.

We aim to relate to our audiences
through the visual, physical and
spiritual. Dance can speak, without
words. And it can also be a prayer in
itself, a prayer of mind, body and spirit.
This is our hope for this project. 

About Springs Dance Company:
creating dance that has a voice isn’t
new for Springs Dance Company.
Founded in 1979, the Company has
been on a journey of discovering how
dance can be used both within the
Church, and in education and the
secular arts world. It harnesses dance
to tell inspiring and challenging stories
that aim not only to entertain and
enthuse, but also to stimulate thought,
discussion and learning.

The Green Project is available now and
is ideal for performances and
workshops in churches, festivals,
advocacy events and schools. It can be
part of your service or event or part of
an event facilitated by Springs and
Tearfund. We are grateful to Tearfund
for the commission and their expertise
and support throughout. 

Contact Springs for further details on 07775 628 442, 
or email: touring@springsdancecompany.org.uk
www.springsdancecompany.org.uk/churches/performances/the-green-project

dancer Nicole Guarino photo credit Alicia Clarke
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GC Notebook  
Here are just a few ways in which our readers are 
creatively exploring faith and ecology — thank you to all 
who got in touch to share their work. If you have a 
creative passion that you’d like to share please do get in
touch via editors@greenchristian.org.uk or using the 
contact details on page 3.

Green Christian asked Tula Chenery from Norfolk about how creativity is 
part of her Christian faith.

Creativity and Christian faith, what’s the link for you?

My creative work is inspired by the beauty of creation. I was born in Suffolk and now live in

rural Norfolk but have moved all around the UK in my life, so appreciate the variety of our

natural environment. I have always enjoyed painting and drawing.  I am inspired by nature and

like to use natural materials.  Making use of waste materials in my work is very important to

me and is a practical expression of Christian stewardship of the world’s resources.

Which pieces of work are you most pleased with?

I have a microbusiness making bags and accessories from repurposed materials.  All of the bags

are my original designs which I sell through Facebook.  I take commissions for bags and it is

very satisfying to receive repeat orders. I am passionate about reusing materials which would

otherwise go to waste. 

Where do your materials come from?

Mini-Scrapbox, my local scrap store in Reepham, has a great selection of materials for my

creative work.  When, after 21 years the store’s founder and trustees wanted to retire I feared

it might close.  I shouldn’t have worried.  God really can have interesting opportunities lined up

for you.  Our local Churches have now taken on running Mini-Scrapbox as an expression of care

for creation and the 5th Mark of Mission of the Anglican Communion.  Better still, I find myself

employed as the store’s manager.  This is my dream job, not only promoting the reuse and

repurposing of waste materials but encouraging others to be creative and working with a great

team of volunteers. 

Is there anything you would change?

I would like to have more time to make more of my upcycled bags!

You can find out more about Tula’s work on Facebook, Tula Chenery Designs.
Mini-Scrapbox is a member of ReUseful UK, the network of Scrapstores and can
be found on Facebook @MiniScrapboxNorfolk
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Clare Bryden, an environmental artist
and activist based in Exeter takes data
visualisation into new areas.  She
created “Freefall Climate Graffiti” which
turned UK Climate Projections into a
street art project in partnership with
an Exeter youth group and a series of
climate mindfulness colouring books.
www.cbryden.me.uk/artist/

Transition Farnham run a repair cafe in conjunction with
Farnham URC Church and The Centre for Sustainable Design,
University of Creative Arts, Farnham; a place to fix gadgets,
repair clothing and inventively recycle.

Photo: Clare Bryden

Photo: Clare Bryden

Photo: Mark Cotton

Photo: Clive Chilvers

Images show projected percentage change in
temperature and precipitation for the four
seasons in 2080, compared with 1961-1990
average. 

Photos: Anna Kommers 
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Full of energy  
Is renewable energy sufficient to meet our energy demands?  
Mark Hancock considers

Renewable energy is certainly clean
but can it answer all our needs,
and do so at reasonable cost,

without nuclear, and, the biggest
challenge, when the wind doesn’t blow
and the sun doesn’t shine? Yes – is the
short answer. There is a need for
optimism and I hope here to bring
arguments to show that it’s justified. 

Climate change is largely (75%) driven
by the burning of fossil fuels which we
need now to reduce by 10% per year.1

High energy consumption is a feature of
our industrialised lives. A rapid
transformation is clearly needed. As
Pope Francis says in his encyclical
Laudato Si’, it’s a transformation both
of the heart and of our relationship with
the natural world. Yes, that is essential–
but, directed by that new attitude, how
far can technology take us? Look at the
revolution in mobile phone technology:
is change on this scale possible in
developing clean energy systems? 

Renewable energy emits far less CO2
per energy unit than fossil fuel
generating plant. The first column of
the table opposite includes all the
inputs including mining and processing
the materials that contribute to overall
emissions of CO2. Wind turbines
produce 1/80th of the pollution of a
coal-fired power station, 1/40th of gas-
fired. 

The figures are averages and wide
deviations can be expected. This is also
a short list compared with the many
variants of renewable energy. Many are
omitted here for brevity, and because
they are relatively small resources (tidal
and indigenous biomass), or because
development is problematic (wave
energy). The focus is on wind and solar,
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being globally significant. Also, these
are considered in a UK context, which is
an interesting case because it is
densely populated but has a big wind
resource.

Is renewable energy cost effective?
Underlying the figures of this apparently
hard-nosed business question there is a
multitude of subjective assumptions
about now and the future. These
include: interest rate on capital; running
costs; relative cost of inputs like steel;
subsidies hidden and overt; and the
cost reduction curve on new
technology. In calculations, it’s usually
assumed that the climate will remain
stable, but last year in the UK offshore
plant made 15% more energy than
expected due to higher winds. Nuclear
costs often omit insurance, de-
commissioning and waste containment. 

All types of renewable energy tend to
be very site-specific: a diesel generator
can be operated almost regardless of
local conditions, whereas a wind turbine
is much better in a windy place. The
4km strip of land on the UK south coast
has significantly clearer skies and
therefore more solar energy, than just
inland. The effectiveness and
economics are strongly affected by
local and regional geography, so
correct siting is part of the science.

Critics of renewable energy make much
of the subsidies for wind, but these
were only 35p per UK household per
week in recent years, dwarfed by
swings in gas prices. Meanwhile, direct
fossil fuel subsidies globally were $493
billion, over four times those given to
renewables,2 a gross market distortion
which is not reflected in the relative
costs per kWh. If external factors such
as climate, health impacts and military
conflict over oil resources, are
included, then according to the IMF,
fossil fuel subsidies total $5.3 trillion
annually. 

All that aside, onshore wind and solar
can still offer the lowest costs of
energy given good site conditions
without subsidies. Costs are reducing
rapidly. In the period 2010-2015, the
cost of wind energy dropped by 30%.
Solar is more dramatic, falling in cost
about twice as fast. In the time it has
taken even to decide whether or not to
build Hinkley Point C, the cost of solar
has more than halved while that of
nuclear has at least doubled. The
continual reduction in solar costs is a
key source of optimism. It has meant
that India, Nigeria and Zimbabwe,
among other countries, can afford
electricity without relying on expensive
and unreliable power grids. 

Much more cost in support structure

Comparing CO2 emissions 

Plant Type Climate Impact Cost
gCO2e/kWh* $/MWh

Low High

Solar PV-Rooftop Residential 180 265
Solar PV-Crystalline Utility Scale 46 72 86
Biomass Direct 18 87 116
Wind Onshore 12 37 81
Wind Offshore 24 81 155 
Nuclear 16 106 120
Coal (without scrubbing) 1001 66 151
Gas Combined Cycle 469 61 87
Hydroelectric 4

Climate Impact and Typical Cost Range for Generating Plant 
(Source: Lazard’s Bank 2014)         *gCO2 equivalent/kWh electricity

and maintenance is needed for offshore
wind, which is only partly offset by the
higher and steadier wind speeds. Its
cost has been on a par with new
nuclear, but is falling: 72.7euro/MWh
bid for an offshore wind farm in July
2016 with Hinkley C at 107euro/MWh. 

The Global Status
“Renewable sources of energy now
stand poised to lead the world in new
electricity supply.”3 In terms of new
plant, renewable energy has
outstripped fossil fuels every year since
2013, in 2015 by 50% led particularly
by wind (1/3rd) and solar (1/3rd). Small
countries like Portugal have had 100%
of their generation from renewables for
many days at a time. In the UK
renewable energy is now generating
more electricity than either coal, oil,
gas or nuclear and 30% of German
electricity comes from renewables.

Wind 
Wind has become a major source of
power worldwide, with an amazing
growth rate: 63MW was installed last
year and about half of this is in China.
(35MW is the UK’s average demand;
1MW=1000kW or about 300 electric
kettles.) 

Wind power has been used for
thousands of years, for grinding corn
and pumping water, but the de-
velopment of wind turbine generators
for electricity began with the “oil
shocks” of 1972-4. A current 2016
wind turbine looks similar to one built in
1980, though it is way beyond in size
and sophistication. A typical early
version had a 15m-diameter rotor on a
20m tower and had a 60kW peak
output. Now a 110m rotor on 100m
tower and 2000kW is normal. Offshore,
where economics favour size, 164m
rotors and 8000kW are ‘normal’ ; this is
actually the largest rotating machinery
ever made. 

The design life was 20 years but many
older wind turbines have now exceeded
that. These are being ‘re-lifed’. As plant
is already paid for, electricity in the
extra years is really cheap! When finally
at the end of its life, much of the
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Solar –Photovoltaic (PV)
These are the panels on roofs and in
fields today. The technology used to be
very expensive, but scaling up
production and refinement of the
technology has reduced cost and
raised efficiency. Typical rooftop solar
panels now have an efficiency of 18%
but this is improving by 0.3% annually.
Multi-layer cells have, in the laboratory,
now demonstrated 43%! This alone has
the potential to halve solar electricity
cost. 60% of the world’s population,
many of whom are short of electricity
for basic needs, live in sunnier
countries where solar energy is more
powerful and cheaper.

Can we meet demand?
Firstly, can we meet average future UK
demand (35GW today). It’s challenging!
We need to replace not only the
electricity we use today in our homes
and industries, but still more to
displace fossil fuel currently being used
for space and process heating, and
transport, and there’s potential growth
too. The late David Mackay’s 2009
book, Sustainable Energy Without the
Hot Air (free to download) has excellent
methodology but outdated data.
Revising his estimates for 2050 with
less growth (the UK economy has

material, which is steel, can be
recycled, the site can be levelled, the
concrete base extracted and the land
re-seeded. The turbine bases in fact
take only 1% of land area and
agriculture can go on underneath
undisturbed, a second ‘crop’.

There are other substantial benefits
with wind: job generation (38,000 in the
UK, 50/50 on/offshore); energy
independence; high certainty of future
cost; improved air quality; and avoided
extraction damage. 

Objections lodged on the grounds of
visual aesthetics tend to drive siting in
the UK, rather than pure economics.
Opposition is also fuelled by negative
myths, reheated by sections of the
media:

● Wind turbines are noisy. No longer.
Some early models had problems
but now designs are extremely
quiet, less than a whisper in a
library at 350m.

● Wind turbines are bad for birds. No.
Though objecting in a minority of
proposed windfarm sites, the RSPB
states: “Climate change poses the
single greatest long-term threat to

birds and other wildlife … (we)
recognise the essential role of
renewable energy in addressing this
problem.” 

● Wind energy is unreliable/
unpredictable. No. It is intermittent
but predictable. This is a system
problem addressed later.

● Wind energy is unpopular. No. It
may be controversial but the
approval ratings from the
September 2015 Government
public attitudes survey are wind
66%, offshore 73%, nuclear 36%.
NIMBY-ism is not a given -- locals
can be either very much for or
against. 

One of the main issues for further
deployment of wind is the ‘regulatory
framework’. This is not just subsidies.
Wind would do well in a cost level
playing field but planning laws and
protocols have been made nearly
impossible in the UK, in stark contrast
to those for fracking. Germany has had
a comprehensive and consistent policy
since 1990, unlike the UK. Germany
has 45GW of wind. Despite being
windier the UK has only 13GW. 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

Fig.1  New Generating Plant Installed annually, worldwide 
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barely grown since 2008) and more
solar (much cheaper now), and
compensating  for electrical vehicle
consumption with electrical energy
saved by eliminating the processing of
petrol and diesel, we can take 63GW
annual average as a reasonable target. 

How much can we scale up the major
proven supply technologies of supply? To
reach the 63GW is possible -- for
example, wind onshore 10GW, offshore
20GW, solar PV 22GW, other 11GW (all
annual averages). This would not be
going beyond what Germany has
currently installed in onshore wind nor its
2050 target in solar, scaled for UK land
area. That’s close enough to say it’s
possible, given ongoing human ingenuity! 

Meeting peak demand 
Meeting minute-by-minute demand is a
system problem already because of the
inflexibility of large centralised coal and
nuclear plants which cannot change
temperature quickly. Luckily we have a
strong grid, that transfers a lot of
energy around the country, and a 2GW
link with mainland Europe but much
plant has to be run inefficiently, at part
load to be ready to react to sudden
events. Renewable energy is much
better  at responding instantly and it is

also much better distributed and
resilient to local disruption.

Solving the energy storage problem
However, there is nowhere near enough
storage today to cope with long
periods brought about by a winter
anticyclone bringing dark, cold and still
conditions over nearly the whole UK,
which would be unusual but not unheard
of. But there are two powerful
revolutions coming:

Batteries: Lithium-ion battery costs are
tumbling and new forms promise
further steps downward. Electric cars
can effectively act as “batteries on
wheels”. Plugging into the grid half of
the UK’s 35m vehicles, if they were
electric, would store enough for 12
hours of average demand to tide us
through a night time.

Intelligent demand management:
Many energy-dependent processes
such as cold stores, field irrigation or
processes with heat buffers can be
safely interrupted for varying lengths of
time. This can be controlled with smart
meters, with pressure taken off peaks
in demand and customers paid for their
flexibility. Businesses based on this are
popular and growing rapidly.

Fig.2 Broadbrush UK Energy Supply and Demand in annual average power 
(RE = Renewable Energy)

References:
1. Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research
2. International Energy Agency (IEA)
3. IEA 2015 medium term market report

Mark Hancock is a longstanding Green Christian
member.  His whole career has been in energy: in
CEGB building conventional and nuclear power
stations, researching wave energy, then for 35
years developing blades for Vestas offshore wind
turbines. Now he’s with General Electric.

A longer version of Mark's article with all the
original graphs and references is available online
at www.greenchristian.org.uk

There would still be a gap. However, we
already have 32GW of gas turbines
which are ideal for reacting quickly to
produce electricity. Using them, say,
for two weeks in the year to
supplement clean electricity is
possible. And as liquid fuel can be
synthesized from CO2 in air, in times of
renewable energy surplus, this can be a
clean option too. There are many
feasible processes making alcohols or
hydrocarbons which could fuel the gas
turbines and also aeroplanes. It’s
possible to scale them up.

Renewable energy is effective and
much needed to avoid catastrophic
climate change; the good news is that it
is already near parity on costs. As
shown above, with ingenuity and
commitment we would be capable of
meeting future demand without nuclear.
We have God-given creativity and want
to tread lightly on the Earth, caring for
it, for all its inhabitants, now and in the
future. With the political vision,
resources can be diverted towards
clean energy. Let us encourage our
leaders to do so with an urgent but
realistic message of hope.
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The Opposite of Indifference?  
Isobel Murdoch shares her regular round-up of local group news, and finds
creativity in every corner

As Green Christian’s local groups
and contacts interweave faith,
creativity and environment, they

are inspired to explore new ways of
expressing their faith, new paths to
follow in their Churches and
communities. They respond creatively.

I see creativity as the opposite of
indifference. Creativity interprets the
world in new ways, with new
perspectives. If we paint, or write, or
play music, this may be only part of our
creativity. For the artwork of others
always elicits some response, and that
response too is creative.

But creativity is far more than art, or
music, or literature, or dance, or drama.
Creativity is seen as we express all that
is within, in different settings. Creativity
may be used to plant and to grow.

In May I attended an inspiring, very
positive, Faith and the Environment Day
at Edward King House, next to Lincoln
Cathedral, organised by the GC local
contact and others. Talks were
interspersed with discussion as ideas
were pooled. This is to be followed by a
quiet day at Far Ings nature reserve in the

north of the county in the autumn. The
local contact has also addressed three
Church groups on this theme, and he and
his wife are now joining the ACT
Community project, a training scheme
overseen by different charities, including
Christian Aid, Tearfund and CAFOD.

A weather-themed event was held in 
the URC Church in St Ives in
Cambridgeshire in June, organised by
the Diocese of Ely with the GC group.
Workshops and talks on climate change,
farming and water pollution in the UK and
overseas drew on the work of Christian
Aid, Anglia Water, local farmers and the
Diocese of Ely’s Vellore link.

As creativity may be inspired by others,
so too the creative might of God, who
formed Heaven and Earth, inspires faith
– and a response. God as Creator was
the theme of Clun’s green weekend this
year, considering the local setting. A
swap-shop event was followed by a
reflective Church service, when  music
played over images of the local
countryside replaced a sermon. In tune
with the theme, funds from the weekend
were donated to Shropshire Wildlife
Trust. Clun’s GC group also spent time in
a member’s garden.

Other groups have also drawn on the
natural world. The St Ives group enjoyed
a nature walk (led by the mayor) around
Holt Island in the River Great Ouse,
followed by an eco-themed Church
service. Willows for basket-making, once
an important local industry, used to be
grown on the island.

Milton Keynes GC toured Ryton Organic
Gardens near Coventry in May with a
guide, seeing the vegetables, fruit and
flowers grown there. One of the
Churches in Leighton Buzzard held a
churchyard day, with a dawn chorus
walk, wildlife activities and moth-
trapping, while services that day
followed an eco-theme.

{“The creative
might of God, who
formed Heaven
and Earth,
inspires faith –
and a response”
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Bristol’s group leader has organised
prayer walks in local open spaces. The
June walk followed a route through the
Blaise Castle estate, halting at particular
places to pray about water pollution (by
the Tarn Lake), about microplastics,
about the timescale of climate change,
and about the long walk of faith.

Hereford’s GC group organised an outing
to an organic community farm and
orchard, which runs mental and physical
therapy sessions. Andover GC gathered
in a member’s garden. And Clifton will
promote local growers and farmers at a
produce event this autumn.

Creativity flows on through all walks of
life, in all times and places. When
Solomon built the Lord’s temple, he
needed those who could “work in gold
and silver, bronze and iron, stone and
wood … and fine linen” (2 Chronicles 2).
And in the early Church we see a diverse
and creative community, distributing
food and money and making clothes
(Acts 2, 6 and 9).

Creativity may be seen most strikingly in
the arts, but all ideas, all initiatives in
some way feed on the creative, spurring
new growth. Consider Shrewsbury’s
Food Hub, with which the GC group

works. The Hub distributes surplus food
from local supermarkets – from pizza to
vegetables – to local organisations, the
hospice, schools, the foodbank and a
homeless charity, in a targeted way, thus
reducing food waste while also
benefiting local causes.

Or consider the Norwich Diocese
Environment Group, which has set up a
Facebook group, Norfolk EcoChurches,
to link Eco Churches in the Diocese and
to inspire others to follow.

In Leighton Buzzard, the GC group has
begun to explore ways to develop a
community energy initiative. Working
with the local Friends of the Earth group,
Leighton Buzzard GC are organising a
screening of the film This Changes
Everything, at the library theatre,
followed by discussion. Then a month
later there will be talks by the RSPB and
by Tring in Transition, to consider ways
to respond. Group members have also
worked to support a proposed new wind
turbine in a local quarry.

Reading’s group held a stand during a
green fair which took place alongside the
Water Fest by the canal. Local Eco
Churches were one particular theme.
This was the only Church stand, but one

Spirit is a European-funded project led by Groundwork
London. It sets out to deliver effective community
engagement programmes to promote energy efficient
behaviour and energy saving actions. Since 2015, they
have been engaging with faith communities across London
by inviting members of those faith communities to become
Energy Champions. They would receive free training and
are then supported by Groundwork’s Green Doctors (a
team of professional energy advisers) to deliver advice to
their communities, encouraging them to make (and keep!)
energy saving pledges. 

The project partners have also produced a range of
materials to increase understanding of energy issues, the
role of behaviour change and how to deliver energy advice.
These materials, including a Faith Community Engagement
Manual, are available on the project website at www.spirit-
project.eu.

of the town Churches opened to serve
vegan food. Clun’s group marked One
World Week with a service and talk about
the work of War on Want. Also this
autumn Cheltenham’s group heard a talk
by GC member Mark Boulton about
building his near-zero-carbon house –
true creativity. And of course Greenbelt,
as usual, was a creative haven, and
members of local groups attended and
assisted on the GC stand.

Would you like to add to the creativity in
some way, by trying to start a group or
by acting as a local contact? I would like
to hear from you.

In a troubled world, creativity may be
endlessly positive, as we find renewal in
new ideas, new hope. Through faith in
God the Creator, creativity can free us,
as we seek to fly.

Isobel Murdoch
Isobel.murdoch@greenchristian.org.uk
01790 763603

Energising faith communities: the Spirit project 

How can faith communities be supported to 
live more sustainably? 

Chloe – Spirit Energy Champion:
“I wanted to volunteer my time for an environmental
charity. I believe that we all have responsibilities; we need
to take care of the Earth and do our best to protect the
environment. I have really enjoyed volunteering with Spirit:
I love meeting people; everyone is very friendly and I have
learnt a lot of new things. It is really fun!”

To explore how your faith community could get involved in
similar initiatives with support from Groundwork London,
please email hannah.baker@groundwork.org.uk or visit our
website: www.spirit-project.eu
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Green Christian has been approached
with an invitation to become a
“‘Passionist Partner” of Passionists UK,
with an offer of funding which will
increase our income by nearly a half for
the next four years.

The new funds mean that Green
Christian is able to employ project
workers to carry forward our Joy in
Enough programme, with its vision for a
truly sustainable economy and a faith-
inspired movement for economic
change. Additional resources will also
help to implement the
recommendations of the Xistence
research project as Green Christian
seeks to serve, and learn from, people
in their 20s and 30s.  

Green Christian shares a number of
core values with the Passionists, a
Roman Catholic religious institute. In
particular we build a foundation of
community life to underpin our work,
and we want to help people enjoy living
generously. We too seek to help people
to befriend the Earth in its predicament,
and also to befriend our common grief,

fear and denial – forces which are
preventing many individuals and policy
makers from making the decisions
which are needed. 

There is more information about the
Passionist Partnership on the GC
website and the coming months will see
exciting developments.

Joy in Enough update

Many of you will have been among the
250 or so people who attended our
conferences in Birmingham in 2014 and
in Bristol in 2015. The Joy in Enough
programme is explained and discussed
further on our website page:
www.greenchristian.org.uk/joy-in-enough
We are now ready to build the next
phase of development. Our goals for
the new phase are: 

1. to articulate an attractive and
persuasive vision for a sustainable one-
planet global economy which is just,
convivial and humane; and
2. to engage people and opinion-
formers in the United Kingdom, and in

One of Green Christian’s longest and
most pioneering members has recently
died. Tony Hodgson was an
inspirational person and a wonderfully
kind and supportive friend. He loved
the countryside and was the founder
of Christian Rural Concern. More
recently he chaired Lifestyle before
retiring from that role a year or so
back in his early 80s. It’s fitting he is
to be buried at Little Gidding where he
and his wife Judith lived and worked
both in its early days and again more
recently in his “retirement”.

its Churches in particular, in building a
spirited movement for economic
change. 

We have developed a project brief to
help us plan for this phase. The work
proposed will be funded thanks to our
partnership with the Passionists.  We
are also inviting people with relevant
knowledge or expertise to make an
active contribution to the development
of Joy in Enough. 30 people have
signed up already and we held a
workshop in Birmingham in September
2016 to develop our strategy further. If
you feel you would like to be involved
email tony@greenchristian.org.uk. 

Prefer to be a paperless Green
Christian?

We are offering the option for members
to receive copies of Green Christian,
Storm of Hope and other mailings by
email in pdf format. Please get in touch
with Richard, our membership
secretary, if you would prefer to receive
your mailings by email instead of a
printed copy. Contact him at:
membership@greenchristian.org.uk.
Subscription rates are the same as the
posted versions as we rely on subs to
fund all our core activities as well as
producing the Green Christian
magazine.

Passionist partnership  
Green Christian joins forces with Passionists UK

Obituary
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Playing for
Time:
Making Art
as if the
World
Mattered 

By Lucy Neal
April 2015
Oberon Books
ISBN 978-1783191864
396 pages
RRP £16.99 

The Transition Network was founded in
2005 as a response to the double
threat of climate change and peak oil.
Transition vision with its emphasis upon
“getting it right for the future”, is a
move towards self-sufficiency at
community level in energy production, in
food cultivation and even by the
creation of local tender. 

Lucy Neal, a theatre-maker and
community activist, has been an active
player in Transition since its beginnings
and was co-founder of Transition Town
Tooting (UK) in 2008. Neal was drawn
to Transition by its language of
“engaged optimism” and its emphasis
on making “a change in how you live
where you live”. Transition, Neal feels,
nurtures innate cultural values that
transcend self-interest and resist the
dominant consumer culture and
cultivates resilience in both individuals
and communities. 

Neal’s experience in organising
community and celebratory events such
as a Trashcatchers Carnival resulted in
her advocacy of what she calls
“transitional art practice”. She sees art-
making and community-making as
closely connected and is passionately
convinced that the present cultural
narrative of exploitation and greed can
be subverted through the communal
use of creative skills to re-imagine an
Earth where life is cherished and
sustainable. 

In Playing for Time, Neal presents
readers with the work and words of 64
artists, and activists, who are engaged
in reforging the values of community,
connection and collaboration. In keeping
with the spirit of the influential artist and

continued on page 24

Creation Care
and the Gospel 

Edited by Colin Bell
and Robert S. White
2016
Hendrickson
Publishers
ISBN 978-1619707252
350 pages
RRP £19.99 (paperback)

This timely and important book,
subtitled “Reconsidering the Mission of
the Church”, is effectively a copy of the
papers presented at the Lausanne
Global Consultation on Creation Care
and the Gospel in 2012. I was
immediately struck by the powerful
testimony the book makes to how far
many evangelical Christians have moved
on the issue of the reality of climate
change and the implications that has for
the gospel. I think without exception all
the contributors insist on setting
concern for the environment within the
overall mission of the Church. I find this
to be a refreshing and encouraging
development in evangelical theology
and spirituality, although as the book
makes clear such thinking is not really
new to evangelicals and has its roots in
the Lausanne Covenant of 1974, with
its affirmation of God as Creator. 

There are some familiar and significant
names among the many authors of
individual chapters. Dave Bookless,
Director of Theology for A Rocha
International, says in his chapter,
“Mission itself is beginning to be
understood as not just about people,
but also about the non-human creation,
not merely preparing for Heaven, but
also caring for Earth” (p. 87). Sir John
Houghton, a former scientific adviser to
the government, in a very helpful
chapter on Global Warming, Climate
Change and Sustainability, brings
exemplary clarity to the science of
climate change and ends with a clear
justification of Christian responsibility
when he writes: 

“We may feel daunted as we face the
seemingly impossible challenge posed
by care for the Earth and its peoples
and the need for sustainability. But an
essential Christian message is that we
do not have to carry the responsibility

thinker, Joseph Beuys, who declared
“Every human being is an artist”, the
contributors are, on the whole, not well-
known, and drawn from a variety of
fields such as archaeology, film-making,
dramaturgy, social justice, journalism,
administration and horticulture. Further,
art is extended to mean not a
commodity to be consumed, but a
practice that transforms the world
directly.

As a fundamental need, food is of
central concern to the artists-activists.
As food buying has replaced food
growing for most, the imagined future is
one in which the “food web”,
community-focused local food systems,
replace the “food chain” of
industrialised agriculture. A small
project such as San Francisco’s Seed
Library becomes a creative act of
resistance against the three companies
that own half of the global seed market.
Public participation projects like the
Edible Fruit Routes, Campuses and Bus
Stations rebuild lost connections
between the soil and an urban
population.

One of the more memorable projects is
Dougie Strang’s performance of the
Rannoch Wolf inspired by a campaign to
reintroduce wolves into Scotland as a
means of reducing deer numbers and
regenerating woodland. Strang prowled
the moor in a wolf mask and fake fur
coat with the hope of prompting
travellers to consider the possibility that
the land should be shared with other
species. However, waking up to the
wider ecological world of which we are
part and taking the responsibility of
living within its sustainable limits could
be an intimidating and frightening
prospect. 

Significantly, the greatest pleasure of
Neal’s Playing for Time is the joyful and
playful invention of those who gather
together to reskill, to repair, to replant
and to rescript the future and the
generosity with which they share their
“recipes” and “tools” for cherishing life
on Earth. The whole is best summed up
by Sholeh Johnson’s declaration that
“Creativity is the most sustainable and
renewable resource on the planet. Let’s
use it.”

Catherine Skipper
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Animals are
not ours (No,
really, they’re
not)  

By Sarah Withrow
King
July 2016
The Lutterworth Press
ISBN 978-0718894481
187 pages
RRP £15.00 (paperback)

In this genre-defying book, Sarah
Withrow King, of Eastern University,
explores some very important and
complex ethical issues. However, as the
book’s subtitle indicates, this is more
than an ethical discussion. She has the

much more ambitious aim of articulating
an “Evangelical animal liberation
theology”.

King has a unique writing style. The
book is easy to read, and her writing is
characterised by honesty and passion.
She does not pretend to be neutral or
balanced. There is a great deal of
autobiographical detail about her
journey to become a vegan, and the
development of her ethical and
theological ideas in relation to non-
human animals.

In Part One she explores biblical motifs
and themes that are of relevance to the
relationship between humans and other
sentient beings. Firstly she discusses
the concept of “dominion” alluded to in
the Genesis creation narrative. King
argues that dominion has largely been
misunderstood historically, and should
be replaced by a “stewardship”
paradigm where humans have a
responsibility to care for animals, rather
than to dominate and exploit them as
“resources”. Her exegesis of Genesis
appears to assume that the narrative
contains literal history, and she
assumes that the reader will read
Genesis in this way too. 

King develops the stewardship model to
some extent, observing “an implicit and
dangerous hierarchy in the idea of
stewardship as it is presented today” (p.
25) which privileges humans over non-
human animals. This is surely the most
obvious flaw in the stewardship model.
She also discusses this relationship
using an eschatological lens, arguing
that Jesus and Paul had a much
broader vision of redemption and
reconciliation, that was not limited to
human beings, but encompassed all of
Creation. 

Part Two is more focused on ethical
and philosophical questions. Drawing on
her background as a former PETA
activist, she graphically describes the
suffering that animals experience via
such practices as factory farming,
slaughter and vivisection. For King the
key question is: does the suffering of
animals matter from an ethical
perspective, or are they ours to exploit
and abuse as we see fit? She also
explores the consequences of these
practices for the climate, and the use of
limited resources such as water.  

The Lives
Around Us –
Daily
Meditations for
Nature
Connection  

By Dan Papworth
June 2016
Christian Alternative 
ISBN 978-1785352560
232 pages
RRP £12.99 (paperback)

This book does what it says on the
cover: 40 chapters each with a short
essay on a part of the created order
followed by a short Bible passage or
two, a reflection and prayer topic – and
occasionally an exercise. It could be
used for Lent – 40 days suggests that –
but could work just as well at any time
of the year, helping towards a practice
of daily reflection and prayer centring on
God, Creation and our place within it.

It is simply and straightforwardly
written, appealing to the heart – each
“creature” is gendered -- as  well as to
the intellect. No chapter takes more
than five minutes to read straight

The final section is largely comprised of
practical advice about transitioning
away from eating animals, or otherwise
contributing to animal suffering. This
section is more subjective and, I felt,
excessively prescriptive, without always
giving satisfactory justification for the
practical changes she feels are
necessary to facilitate a more just and
humane relationship with animals. 

The book is clearly written primarily for
an evangelical audience. Some may find
her biblical hermeneutics to be
inappropriately reliant on a literalistic
reading of the text. Thankfully, however,
her comprehensive exposé of animal
suffering, and the global impact of the
meat industry is much more compelling.
Ultimately, I cannot imagine many
people reading this book and not
reflecting more seriously about the
impact of their behaviour on the
environment and on the other creatures
with which we share this planet. 

Simon Lee

alone. Our partner is none other than
God Himself ... An unmistakable
challenge is presented to the worldwide
Christian Church to take on the God-
given responsibilities for caring for the
Creation and caring for the poor. It
provides an unprecedented mission
opportunity for Christians to take a lead
and demonstrate love for God the
world’s Creator and redeemer, and love
for our neighbours wherever they may
be.” (p. 143)

However, the real value of the book is
the way in which concern for Creation
and the environment is rooted in a
disciplined use of Scripture, recovering
a theology of Creation that is as
compelling as the need for it is urgent.
10 helpful case studies are distributed
throughout the book. Richard
Bauckham’s chapter includes a firm
refutation of climate change denial and
Ed Brown, in the opening chapter,
addresses Psalm 8 and the right
understanding of “dominion” as our
calling in the environmental crisis. This
book is a treasure trove of scriptural
insights and a challenge, not only to
evangelical Christians but to all those
who are concerned to cherish the Earth
and preserve it for future generations,
to find in Scripture both the motivation
and the rationale for commitment to
environmental action.

Donald C. Macdonald 
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through, although longer, obviously, for
reflection and prayer. But it isn’t a
daunting task to use the chapters as
part of a daily prayer time. However,
this is not whimsy, but carefully
researched and scientific accounts of
some of the other living things with
which we share this planet. The author
is attempting dialogue between
scientific study and the spiritual life and
encouraging us to take this seriously –
to create stories we can see ourselves
as part of. There are notes, references
and pointers to further reading and
websites.

The book spoke to me of slowing down,
making space to notice, to pay
attention, to be aware, to reassess and
recognise my interconnectedness with
the rest of the world. The world we live
in is teeming with life, including that
which we consider inanimate life — Dan
Papworth includes a meteorite in his
collection of “creatures”. Yet we can so
easily fail to see, hear, smell or feel
what surrounds us and appreciate it and
our place within the web of life. Our
place is not at the centre, where we
have placed ourselves for too long, for
as Dan Papworth reminds us, God is
the centre. This book encourages us
towards a new way of self-
understanding, a new way of seeing
ourselves in relation to the life of the
Earth.

The book ends with a chapter of
conclusions where Dan Papworth
writes, “These meditations are merely a
series of steps on a much larger Way.”
This is an extended essay on the place
of human beings in the world and how
we can live together, and our
relationships with and interdependence
with Creation.

This is a book I’ve got much out of and
expect to continue to do so – it
suggests a different way of being. Dan
Papworth has taken his experience of
animals, plants, insects and fungi in the
situation where he, is to reflect on our
connectedness. It seemed to me in
reading through the book that I could as
well do this in the place I am set in –
suburban London  – and the pattern he
has set out in this book could be
replicated and deepen my sense of
connectedness to my particular place.

Deirdre Munro

Chernobyl
Prayer: A
Chronicle of
the Future
By Svetlana
Alexievich
April 2016
Penguin
ISBN 978-0241270530
304 pages
RRP £9.99 (paperback)

I had not heard of Svetlana Alexievich,
the 2015 winner of the Nobel Prize for
Literature, until I picked up the
Observer recommendations for holiday
reading. In these, Craig Taylor
recommended her writing and declared
his resolve to read “seriously”
Chernobyl Prayer. What is this book, I
wondered, that it can only be read
“seriously”, perhaps as some sort of
devotional exercise?

Svetlana Alexievich is from Belarus and
although the Chernobyl nuclear power
plant is in the Ukraine it is close to the
two countries’ border. Some of the very
worst effects of the nuclear disaster
were felt in Belarus because of the
direction taken by the fallout at the
time of the accident. This book is not
an account of why the disaster
occurred, but an edited testimony of
those who suffered the consequences,
in terms of the loss of their health,
their loved ones, their futures and their
homes. 

In a series of heartrending monologues
the people of Chernobyl describe what
happened to them and their families.
These stories are not easy reading;
they can only be read slowly, seriously
and with deep sorrow.

A valuable aspect of the testimonies is
the insight they offer into the mentality
of the Soviet regime and its loyal
citizens and servants. The people of
the Soviet Union believed, inspired by
the ideals of Communism, that nature
could be tamed and the human race
herded into happiness. Chernobyl
wasn’t only a moment when lives and
homes were destroyed. It was also a
moment when a faith was seen to
collapse.

In the end, this book, which deserves

to be read and pondered by all Green
Christians, is not about physics but
about metaphysics. It’s about nature
and our relationship with nature. Is it
really a prayer? It’s certainly a lament. It
also enlarges our humanity, our
sympathy and our capacity to love. But
just as it warms the heart, it also chills
the mind. Read it and allow yourself to
be changed.

Peter Grimwood

Green Values,
Religion and
Secularism

Edited by Nuala
Ahern and Erica
Meijers
2015
Green European
Foundation
ISBN 978-9072288585
174 pages

Faced with the sad prospect of Brexit,
this collection of interviews with 16
European environmental activists was
painful to read. The dialogues opened
with questions, including: a personal
definition of religion; the
interconnectedness of religious or
secular values and political attitudes;
the role of religion in the public forum;
conflicts between fundamental rights
such as the freedom of religion and
the principle of sexual and gender
equality; the role of Islam in Europe;
and whether religion is a source of
inspiration or an obstacle for green
politics.

The book is published with support
from the European Parliament and
reminds us of the important role Green
Parties have in that Parliament and
within individual countries. Some of us
may ourselves be Green Party
members, or be otherwise aware of
how faith feeds into politics, and how
political convictions challenge religion.
Reading this book will probably stir you
to think about that, both ways around.
None of those interviewing or
interviewed are from England or Wales
though, and it is disappointing to see
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arguably much less interest in an
interface between green politics and
religion here, and to feel even more
cut off from a European dialogue now.
Alternatively, the book could act as an
invitation to keep open the channels of
communication with other Europeans
who form a natural community with us,
both because of our shared political
perspective – which no referendum will
simply undo – and through our warm
ecumenical links between Churches
and with other faiths.

Within a common commitment to the
green political agenda, 16 disparate
attitudes to religion are explored:
Christian, Catholic, Orthodox and
Reformed; Buddhist, Jewish and
Islamic. Some fascinating answers
were given to the opening question
about how religion features for each of
them and what they understand it to
be. Personally, I warmed to John Barry
in Northern Ireland who said that for
him, “poetry is a portal to spirituality”,
while Savas Comlek from Turkey made
me blink when he described religion as
“an ancient system of knowledge
created as a defence mechanism
against human beings’ existential and
evolutionary pains”. Some have
consciously detached from religion
which they now view as rather toxic,
especially where Church life has
retreated into conservative denialism,
while others feel that religion can yet
inspire and encourage their political
commitment. Yet disturbingly the
interviews hardly represent the
Churches as taking a leading role,
despite Pope Francis and Laudato Si’.

One shortcoming is that each of the
16 reports is too short to allow for
much engagement with the issues
raised. However, the dialogue is
opened up, and, as the editors say in
conclusion: “within a Europe haunted
by different crises … we have to know
who we are … politics is not only
about policies. Let us begin to tell
each other the stories of where we
come from and what we long for.”

Andrew Norman

Spiritual
Activism:
Leadership
as Service

By Alastair
McIntosh and
Matt Carmichael
May 2016
Green Books
ISBN 9 978-0857844149
204 pages
RRP £11.99 (paperback)

Gandhi once said, “I have only three
enemies. My favourite enemy, the one
most easily influenced for the better, is
the British Empire. My second enemy, the
Indian people, is far more difficult. But my
most formidable opponent is a man
named Mohandas K. Gandhi. With him I
seem to have very little influence.”

Transformation is never easy – be it
personal or social, political or spiritual;
and often the ways of contemplation and
of action are polarized and set against
each other. The authors of Spiritual
Activism have sought to bring them
together, showing how they are not only
interlinked but interdependent and
mutually enriching and enlightening. 

They bring together resources from a
huge range of Eastern and Western
traditions and disciplines. An illuminating
discussion of the nature of consciousness
shows how different states are beginning
to be recognized and understood. The
spread of mindfulness hints at this.

The authors explore the dangers of an
imbalance between the worlds of
spirituality and activism; the burnt out
angry activist or the self-preoccupied
pilgrim. The dangers of an imbalance
within either world are raised too; in the
chapter “Understanding Cults and
Charisma” they wisely point out that “to
build on rock is our objective, but to do
so, we have had to map the shifting
sands.”

Each chapter ends with an inspiring story
of someone whose life and witness bears
testimony to the theme. For example, the
chapter “Nonviolence and the Powers that
Be” ends with a case study of Muhammad
(pbuh) which is a welcome move in
today’s world.

For me, the most interesting chapter is
“Nonviolence and the Powers that Be”
where spiritual and activist practices are
brought to bear on the major
contemporary problem of violence.
Putting nonviolence at the heart of
change and challenge requires leadership,
imagination and spiritual resources. The
authors do not pretend that the path is
easy or guarantees quick success, but
this remains the only way to, as they put
it, “set the soul free”.

Many are looking for fresh ways of living
and working together, as we seek to
tackle the issues of climate change, rising
inequality within and between nations and
the over-arching dominance of our
economic system.  As Maggi Ross, in her
study on Silence, so clearly writes – “Life
hangs in the balance. The choice for
silence or noise, for carefulness or
carelessness is ours in every moment.”
We need to choose carefully – and this
book can help us all in making wise
choices.

Jonathan Morris

Notes in the
slow lane:
walking on
the Voie de
Vézelay 

by Martin Davis
Oct 2016
as Ebook from Blurb.co.uk, 
paperback via Amazon 
ISBN-10: 1366911024
34 pages
£1.99 (ebook) £16.99 (paperback)

This short book is based on Martin's
posts to celink (a GC email forum)
sent during his three weeks on one of
the traditional Compostela pilgrimage
routes through rural France, this
September. In relating the highs and
lows, he muses on the meaning of
pilgrimage in the modern world and
poses deep questions: “Should a
pilgrim take photographs?” for
example.  Fortunately he did,
providing evocative images to
accompany this thoughtful meditation.

Clare Redfern
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Psalm 1 Redux

Delight is born of a discipline chosen.
Contentment grows with wisdom.
Deep listening leads along a cairn-
marked trail,
Dew clinging to grass bent
By wayfaring pilgrims’ feet.

The sky is blue here.
Birdsong lifts the head.
A cool breeze caresses the cheek.
Legs grow strong like tree trunks;
arms branch flexibly
and dance with the wind.
From each finger drips
a ripening fruit.

The water is fresh and clear;
the plain is broad.
Come.

Psalm 90 Redux

I stand beneath a canopy of stars and marvel —
If all time were held in this graced movement,
If every story began in the swirl of dust and gas that shimmers,

Still you would be greater.

I kneel beside a hoed garden bed, head covered —
If all beauty coalesced in the soft petals of this rose,
If its scent captured the prayers of countless pilgrims,

Still your love would be larger.

I hold my lover in my arms, my breath a thanksgiving —
If all human longing were satisfied in this,
If all tenderness and all courage were born here,

Still your love would be larger.

Our lives are so small,
yet their drama is writ large:
a slender reed reaches
into the  earth for nourishment
and up to the sky for warmth,
vulnerable to drought and flood,
so easily crushed,
so elegantly bowed
by the evening breeze.

We would be beautiful in your sight,
should you glance this way.
Again from your lips would we hear
It is very good, indeed.

Bless, O Lord, our immense fragility.
Kiss our bowed heads
and take our shaking hands in yours.
Lift our eyes towards your beauty,
and make us to stand
as those who know their own.

photo: prochasson frederic www.shutterstock.com

Praying the Psalms with imagination 
Carla Grosch Miller  

“Madonna and Child” by Jean Winter 

from Psalms Redux: Poems and Prayers
(Canterbury Press 2014) 
by Carla A. Grosch-Miller, 
with the author’s permission.



Retreat Weekend 
9 – 11 June 2017
at Ringsfield EcoActivity Centre Suffolk

Learning to Live in Earth as our Common Home:
Teilhard de Chardin and ecological living as spiritual life

Join us for a Green Christian weekend of companionship,
stimulating talks, discussion, prayer and good food at Ringsfield
EcoActivity Centre, Beccles, Suffolk. Paul Maiteny, an ecologist,
anthropologist and transpersonal psychotherapist from The
British Teilhard Association will lead the weekend with Chris
Walton.

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, one of the pioneers of eco-faith,
began exploring God’s purposes for the Earth and for humanity
nearly a century ago. Our world may seem very different today,
but in many ways his mystical message of hope is only now
coming into its own. It holds both challenge and promise for
anyone who cares for the Earth in the 21st century. 

Cost £140.00

Join Now
If you wish to become a member of Green
Christian (formerly known as Christian Ecology
Link) or subscribe to Green Christian the
magazine only, please fill in this form and send
with your remittance to: Green Christian
Membership, Richard and Nicky Kierton, Flat 1,
31 St James Terrace, Buxton SK17 6HS 

To join online, visit www.greenchristian.org.uk  

Please tick:

Standard Membership £30 
Concessionary Rate (low income) £12
Joint/Family/Corporate £40
Green Christian (the magazine only) £20
Church Membership (recommended) £40

Name

Address

Postcode
(GC82)

GreenChristian

Bookings: Send a booking form with a deposit (or full price) to 
Chris Walton, 59 The Hill, Glapwell, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S44 5LX, or chrisclownwalton@gmail.com       
See our website for more details and a booking form.

The Green Christian Way of Life
Finding our Path and Walking Gently Together

Nurturing Creation
(Re)discovering a radical creation-centred way of being.

A one day workshop open to all who are interested in 
Green Christian’s Way of Life. 

St Aloysius Church, 20 Phoenix Road, London NW1 1TA
(near Euston station)

Saturday 28 January, 2017. 11am to 4.30pm

Cost free – but donations on the day welcome. Booking is essential as space 
is limited. Deadline for receiving bookings is 21 January 2017.

To book a place e-mail: georgedow@greenchristian.org.uk or tel: 07732 951 205

The Green Christian Way of Life is offered to believers for whom care for God’s Creation in all its 
forms is a fundamental outworking of their faith. It is a calling for deeper engagement and shared
encouragement. It comprises four disciplines: Daily Prayer and Devotions, 
Living Gently on the Earth, Public Witness and Encouragement.


